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QUESTION: 49 
You create an application to track package deliveries. Choose three elements that are 
essential for this application. (Choose Three) 

A. A delivery cancellation child case 
B. A shipment tracking case type 
C. A set of fields to capture the shipping details 
D. A work party to represent the customer 
E. A user view to enter the shipping details  

Answer: C, D, E 

QUESTION: 50 
Choose two scenarios that you configure using procedural processing. (Choose Two) 

A. A prescription order page with a list of available prescriptions sent from the 
customer's health care provider. When the user opts to fill one or more prescriptions, the 
cost summary updates. 
B. A restaurant reservation page in which the user chooses a reservation fen e and the 
system returns the number of available tables. 
C. A purchase order request page with a summary of items. The order total price updates 
after the customer changes a quantity. 
D. A flight booking page where customers can adjust the location and date of the 
departure and return flights. The ticket prices recalculate after the customer chooses the 
"recalculate price" option. 

Answer: C, D 

QUESTION: 51 
A customer wants to copy the contents of a previous order to their current order. What 
rule type do you use to copy the order contents? 



A. Data page 
B. Data transform 
C. Declare expression 
D. Function 
 
 
Answer: B 
 
 
QUESTION: 52 
You are asked to build a report listing customer order cases with an Order Total value 
over USD10000 sorted by Creation date (pxCreateDate). The report should display the 
following three fields: Case ID (pylD), Customer ID, and Order Total. 
Which property or property combination should you optimize to improve performance? 
 
 
A. Order Total 
B. pxCreateDate 
C. Customer ID and Order Total 
D. pxCreateDate and Order Total  
 
 
Answer: C 
 
 
QUESTION: 53 
Which two dependencies do you directly enforce with a Wait step? (Choose Two) 
 
 
A. Pausing a case until a new child case is created 
B. Pausing a case until a predetermined time expires 
C. Pausing a case until another case (or all cases) reach a specified status 
D. Pausing a case until a user submits a specified value  
 
 
Answer: B, D 
 
 
QUESTION: 54 
Consider the following scenario: 
A customer files a fraud complaint. The complaint is investigated by a customer service 
agent. The customer service agent may request additional information from the 
customer. The merchant is notified and given 15 days to dispute the fraud claim. 
If the fraud claim is approved, an affidavit is sent to the customer and a refund is posted 
to their account. How do you name the step where the agent investigates the claim for 
fraud? 
 



A. Investigate Claim 
B. Claim Investigation 
C. Fraud Claim 
D. Investigate Fraud  
 
 
Answer: A 
 
 
QUESTION: 55 
In processing a parent case P-l, two child cases C-l and C-2 are created. 
Which of the following statements is correct about the processing of P-l, C-l, and C-2? 
 
 
A. P-l must be resolved before either C-l or C-2 can be resolved. 
B. Either C-l or C-2 must be resolved before P-l can be resolved. 
C. C-l must be resolved before C-2 can be resolved. 
D. Both C-l and C-2 must be resolved before P-l can be resolved.  
 
 
Answer: E 
 
 
QUESTION: 56 
Select each Flow Shape on the left and drag it to the correct Use Case on the right. 
 

 
 
 
Answer: 
Exhibit 
 



 
 
 
QUESTION: 57 
To qualify for an instant loan, an applicant must be older than 21 and have a monthly 
income of at least USD2000. How do you enforce these restrictions? 
 
 
A. Use two Edit Validate rules: one for age and one for income. 
B. Use a single Validate rule with two conditions: one for age and one for income. 
C. Configure the UI controls to only accept values greater than 21 for age and USD2000 
for income. 
D. Use two Validate rules: one for age and one for income.  
 
 
Answer: B, C 
 
 
QUESTION: 58 
An accident claim case creates a vehicle claim case for each vehicle involved in an 
accident. Which two configurations prevent the accident claim case from resolving 
before all vehicle claims are resolved? (Choose Two) 
 
 
A. Add a manual approval step to the accident claim case. 
B. Add a wait shape to the accident claim case to wait until all vehicle claims have a 
status of Resolved. 
C. Add each vehicle claim as a child case of the accident claim. 
D. Add an optional process to pause the accident case until the vehicle claims are paid. 
 
 
Answer: A, B 
 
 
 



QUESTION: 59 
You want to unit test a rule. To ensure that the rule executes as intended, you need to 
populate the clipboard with valid data. Which two options allow you to populate the 
clipboard before testing the rule? (Choose Two) 

A. Copy data from an existing clipboard page. 
B. Run a data transform to create the test page. 
C. Configure a validate rule to populate the needed data. 
D. Configure an assertion to define the required data.  

Answer: A, ? 

QUESTION: 60 
Users can access an apartment hunting application from different devices with different 
screen sizes. A screen displays the photos of available properties. By default, the photos 
are displayed in three columns. When the screen width is less than 800 pixels, the photos 
should be displayed in two columns. How do you implement the screen for this 
requirement? 

A. Use a dynamic layout with a responsive breakpoint at 800 pixels to change from 
inline-grid triple to inline-grid double format. 
B. Use a column layout with a responsive breakpoint at 800 pixels to hide the left 
column. 
C. Circumstance the layout to display different number of columns at different screen 
sizes. 
D. Circumstance the section rule to display different number of columns at different 
screen sizes. 

Answer: A 
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